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Strategic teaching in its purest sense may involve making decision in teaching your class and in implementing the curriculum as prescribed by our educational agency. It may earnestly deal with the characteristics of the learners, the learning objectives and instructional preferences and devices to be utilized in the classroom.

In strategic teaching, a teacher may aim on establishing quality in instructions. Through the systematic means of planning the teaching-learning process and having an extensive preparation for the sake of the students, no doubt, the quality of instruction is well-achieved.

Abiding with prescribed curriculum is another cardinal virtue in strategic teaching. The allotted time, topics, methods, techniques and pedagogies should be religiously followed as part of strategic teaching. The adherence and compliance with the required subject matters may lead to a better teaching-learning path.

Determining the characteristics of leaners may certainly gauge their needs. As a facet of strategic teaching, the teacher has to observe and analyze the characteristics of each learner in order to suit the kind of approaches, lessons and strategies that may answer their needs for their development, progress and enhancement.
Attaining learning objectives may manifest strategic teaching. Through achieving the specific objectives better success indicators are accomplished. Varied objectives may require various activities and strategies. These learning objectives may invigorate teaching and the learning experiences of learners as well.

Employing ideal instructional preferences in terms of methods and devices may contribute to the achievement of quality education. Strategic teaching decides on the kind of methods which suggest the kind of materials that are appropriate in teaching the learners.

It is apparent that strategic teaching may reflect a teacher’s effort in improving the instructions in the class. Awesome quality of education, well-followed curriculum, fully-determined needs of learners, well-attained learning objectives and ideal methods and devices are the prospective targets of strategic teaching.

Teachers should consider strategic teaching most especially nowadays. Teachers have to go on applying strategic teaching on daily interaction with learners. Keep on improving as a teacher and go for the application of strategic teaching!
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